PRESS RELEASE:

[FOR RELEASE: November 5, 2021]
SUBJECT: 78 NEW Exhibitors at Nebraska Ag Expo
Des Moines, IA –– The Nebraska Ag Expo, presented by Farm Credit Services of America and AgDirect, features the
broadest mix of ag-related products and services found in the Midwest. Spread across 9.2 acres, the second largest
indoor U.S. farm show will be held December 7–9 at the Lancaster Event Center in Lincoln, Nebraska.
With 78 NEW exhibitors, the Nebraska Ag Expo is the place to be to see the latest agriculture products and services.
New exhibitors and their products to check out include:
AgriTech America [Booth 2303]: Since 1999, WEED-IT Precision Spray Technology is the most accurate,
fastest and most easy to use weed detection and elimination technology available. By spraying only weeds, it
helps you save up to 90% on chemical costs!
Farmada [Booth 3120]: Farmada developed a fertilizer toolbar that can apply anhydrous ammonia, liquid
fertilizer, dry fertilizers, nitrogen stabilizers or any combination of these compounds into the ground.
Agri Spray Drones, LLC [Booth 3828]: With a 30 liter spraying tank, the DJI T30 Sprayer/Spreader Drone takes
aerial spraying efficiency to new heights. A revolutionary transforming body enables more effective spraying,
especially for fruit trees. Using DJI digital agriculture solutions, the T30 helps reduce fertilizer use and increase
yield with effective, data-driven best practices.
Energy Curve [Booth 3634]: Energy Curve is a team of agricultural veterans who want to create a more
sustainable future for the family farm. Women and men whose lifeblood is assuring our customer’s succession
plan. Products that are made up of organically certified ingredients, processes that are streamlined to efficiency
and technology that gives line of sight to traceability and market performance.
Sound Agriculture [Booth 1266]: We hold the power to create a better future — one with restored ecosystems,
clean waterways, and abundant food sources. We’re building a more agile and resilient agricultural system, all
thanks to a new way of growing food that unleashes the natural power of plants.
SwatMaps [Booth 3803]: Soil, water, and topography (SWAT) MAPS are built from layers of field data for zone
management and variable rate fertilizer and seed applications. Variable-Rate Applications. Variable-rate
technology enables agricultural producers to apply different rates of product at different locations across a field.
Arcusin Corp [Booth 2303]: The bale bundler for all small bale sizes features an improved system for a
constant, continuous work cycle, improved loading system thanks to Arcusin’s exclusive new chain design, and
is adjustable to all kinds of bales and any kind of product that can be packed, whatever the conditions of
moisture and compaction.
Volitant Drone Technologies [Booth 1019]: Volitant Drone Technologies is an authorized DJI Drone distributor
focused on both the sale of agricultural drones and agricultural spraying services.
Roadruner Mfg [Booth 543]: Welcome to RoadRuner Manufacturing! Since 2000 we have specialized in
building sprayer trailers, sprayer transport trailers, combine trailers, fuel trailers, drop deck trailers, detach
trailers, pod trailers, nurse trailers, double tanker trailers, tank trailers, cotton picker trailers, tank skids and rgn
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trailers. We have also engineered a Profill pump and metering system that is mounted on our RoadRuner
Sprayer trailers allowing you speed and accuracy when filling your rig.
Bale Chaser [Booth 3423]: The big square bale packer features simple operation for fast efficiency, low
maintenance hydraulic system, heavy duty frame, walking beam suspension, industrial grade cylinders, pick up
arms, and the original rolling back design.
Greeneye Technologies [Booth 3729]: Greeneye utilizes artificial intelligence and deep learning technology to
revolutionize the pest control process in agriculture, transitioning from the current practice of broadcast and
wasteful spraying of pesticides to precise and selective spraying.
AGuru Machinery [Booth 2706]: Strip-till is the passion of the AGuru Machinery team. We listen, we learn, and
we serve: the soil, the seed, the plant, the crop, and the farmer. We eliminate compromise with ingenuity to
make strip-till machines that are more dependable, productive, and agronomic.
Show hours run 8:30am to 4:30pm Tuesday and Wednesday, and 8:30am to 3:00pm Thursday. Register online for
FREE admission at NebraskaAgExpo.com. Regular admission is $5 at the door.
The Nebraska Ag Expo is produced by the Iowa-Nebraska Equipment Dealers Association in conjunction with local
Nebraska and Iowa farm equipment dealerships. The show is sponsored by: Diamond Sponsor – Farm Credit
Services of America and AgDirect; Platinum Sponsors – Nebraska Farm Bureau and Bayer CropScience; Gold
Sponsors – Stine Seed Company and Sukup Manufacturing; Silver Sponsor and Official Truck of the 2021 Nebraska
Ag Expo – Midwest Ford Dealers; and Media Sponsors – Midwest Messenger and Rural Radio Network.
For additional show information, visit NebraskaAgExpo.com. See you there!
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